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ZIP-IT GREEN

ANSPACH PARK
A green lung for the horizontal metropolis.

De Brouckère

Before we start to think about a park space, we have to consider
the historical context and the mobility plan Brussels 2020.
Brussels would be great without cars but is that realistic?
For now, that’s a NO. So let’s try to limit and control the intrusion
of cars as much as possible.

La Bourse

The areas where we can ban the cars will be given back to the
city and the people.
The streets will be transformed in multi layered green spaces
which allow living, working, having fun and whatever you want
in an all-new Brussels!
A contemporary identity for the capital of Europe.
However Brussels is seen as a green city, there is a lack of
greenery in the City center. The biodiversity in Brussels and the
diversity of Brussels reflect on the design.
Our footprint is limited as the pressure on the space becomes
bigger and bigger by the city boom.
There is almost no surface left for the city Centre. So we need
to be creative with the existing city space and use every m2 we
can optimize.

AN URBAN VISION

CAR FREE CITY-CENTRE.

4 NEIGHBOURHOODS

SLOW ARTERIES

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

GREEN CENTER

Before designing a park for the Anspach lane a vision
on urban scale is needed to make it real.

First step: organizing an area in the city center free of cars
(white zone). This means no possibility for cars to take shortcuts trough the center and a fully use of the “small ring”.

The 2nd step implicates the division of the Pentagon in 4
zones. Those 4 zones or neighbourhoods are only reachable
trough the “small ring”.

The car free city center works as a path for slow users and creates a new type of North-South and West-East connection. A
green lung for the Pentagon.

To give the possibility to reach or leave the city center faster, a
new tramline is proposed (Violet line). A new line connecting
the west and east sides of the pentagon trough 3 other existing
tramlines (In blue).

This allows the city center to green by creating public park
spaces and connecting the existing green zones. The new
pedestrian network transplants the city of a new green
lung.

50% green
50% stone

Enlighting the underground

UNDERGROUND AS DESIGNTOOL

The design of a park generates as a byproduct the
opportunity to enlighten the underground. By
bringing in natural daylight we transform already
existing space in useable pleasant urban spaces.
The risen demand of public bike parking’s fits in
this new development of the underground, as
they don’t need a direct visual connection with
the public space above.
A horizontal park with vertical connections.

After analyzing the underground we see that
there is not much soil left.
In the section we can see that most of the
soil is situated on the sides. This implicates
that without destroying the underground
construction bigger trees and plants go on the
sides and shrubs and lower plants in the middle
of the park.

PAVEMENT UTILITY FOR
NEIGHBOURS.
The users of the building activate the first 5
meters of the street in front of the facades.
The shops and pubs can use this space as
terraces or exhibition area.
Inhabitants use it as a front garden for doing
BBQ’s, growing herbs, etc.
The locals claim their part of the street and
in this way feel responsible for maintenance,
peacekeeping and global appearance.

Trees and high plants create corners. Lower
plants in the middle of the park lead to social
control and more safety.
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FUNCTIONING OF UNDERGROUND SPACE
Bike parking & repair shop, retail, party space, ....
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30% green
70% stone

EMERGENCIES, DELIVERIES AND
RESIDENTS
The next five-meter strip ensures a fast
connection from north to east for necessary
urban acts to let the city function.
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70% green
30% stone

80% green
20% stone

PEDESTRIAN SHORTCUTS

GREEN ISLANDS

People who walk through the park from high
to low Brussels will always use the shortest
path. The shortest distances were mapped and
lay out the design of the park.

In the circulation layout green islands arise.
These occur in different sizes and filled with
various weeds and low plants.
Local users and local associations can influence
the atmosphere by being part.

The emergency services can infiltrate quick.

The paved elements are designed but the freedom of choice of individuals wills determines
the overall look.
The vegetation can freely grow around and
support or even enlarge the existing biodiversity.

Deliveries between certain hours distribute
goods.
The regular rhythm of pullover zones next
to the 5 meters strip is reserved for moving
residents, deliveries and garbage collecting.

emergencies

deliveries

bikers / .... shortcut

Possible infill of an island:
° Plantations
° Lawn
° Water ponds
° Kitchen gardens
° Play and sport zones
° etc...

park users
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BEURS SQUARE
The new commercial square with all his bars
becomes the new green center of the city.
An open public space worthy to be the center
of the city of Brussels.
The open entity becomes a green stage for
the city to perform where the borders are the
spectators. In this way the staircase of la Bourse
transforms into a public tribune.
The new East-West tramline emphasizes the
image of the intersection with the North-South
Anspach park and restores the historical fabric.

MATERIALITY
The pavement of the park will be executed in Belgian blue stone
and create a hard shoulder for the greenery.
Belgian blue stone is typical for Brussels pavements and squares.
We can still find them on the Royal Square, Square Leopold, etc.
The vegetation grows where it can go between the harder surfaces.
This low maintenance approach results in an organic park in
between a fixed frame.
Small ecosystems and parks will be a incubator in more difficult
areas in Brussels.
The visual continuity can be prolonged in the whole of Brussels.

SPORT AREA
Big open greensquare
to play, sport, ...
DELIVERY ACCES

BIKE PARKING
And bike reparation
point

AB UTILITY AREA
Area to welcome artists

KITCHEN GARDENS

Street grown vegetables for
Sandwicherie Paul

DISABLED FRIENDLY
With no difference of levels, enjoyble
for everyone

P

PIC-NIC AREA
Possibilities to pic-nic the street

T

DELIVERY ACCES

METRO ENTRANCE
New entrance of metro/tram
station of the Brouckère.

CHILLOUT AREA
Possibility to use public chairs

BROUCKERE SQUARE
The open green square is the best place to
open the underground and connect it to the
green park.
The square is made as a ramp that slides into
the metro station.
The new facade brings sunlight in the station
and links the shops and the bike station to the
park.
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BIKE PARKING
guarded bike parking
underground

T

TRAM STOP “LA BOURSE/BEURS”
Park Station, the new line.
Underground Station, the existing lines

P

BIKE PARKING

FONTAINAS SQUARE
On this square a from time to time appearing puddle
relinks the water with the city.
With this water feature we want to refer to the Zenne
that passed by the Fontainas square and created a little
island.
The 5 to 15 cm deep pond gives the freedom to children
to play and run safely.
Due to the bad quality of the water running in the underground tap water needs to be used.
An option is to use the tide of the existing water stream
running in the underground to push and pull the clean
water to the surface.
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The water could be emptied or refilled at any hours of
the day. For example:

				
			

The water rises.

				
			
		

07:00

22:00

The water drains.

